The behavior of thoracic trabecular bone during flexion.
Thoracic compression fractures are often described as anterior wedge fractures. Although the radiographic signs of these fractures are easily identified, the mechanism of the trabecular failure is not well understood. The current study addressed this mechanism in the lower thoracic spine by measuring the trabecular strain. Trabecular strain was measured in six human thoracic cadaver spines during 1) compressive and 2) flexural loading. The strains were measured at incremental loads using a texture correlation. They were analyzed by global contour plots and regional analysis of the T11 vertebrae. Specimens loaded under only compression exhibited uniform strains in the vertebral body. During flexion, however, the strains were concentrated in the anterosuperior margin of the vertebral body and the compressive and shear strain magnitudes in this region were significantly increased. These results demonstrate that the flexural position places the lower thoracic spine at greater risk of anterior compression fracture as seen clinically.